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ABSTRACT

To disentangle and analyze neural pathways estimated from
magnetic resonance imaging data, scientists need an interface to select 3D pathways. Broad adoption of such an interface requires the use of commodity input devices such as
mice and pens, but these devices offer only two degrees of
freedom. CINCH solves this problem by providing a marking interface for 3D pathway selection. CINCH interprets
pen strokes as pathway selections in 3D using a marking language designed together with scientists. Its bimanual interface employs a pen and a trackball (see Figure 1), allowing
alternating selections and scene rotations without changes of
mode. CINCH was evaluated by observing four scientists
using the tool over a period of three weeks as part of their
normal work activity. Event logs and interviews revealed
dramatic improvements in both the speed and quality of scientists’ everyday work, and a set of principles that should
inform the design of future 3D marking interfaces. More
broadly, CINCH demonstrates the value of the iterative, participatory design process that catalyzed its evolution.
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INTRODUCTION

Using recent medical imaging techniques, neuroscientists
can estimate the locations and orientations of the brain’s
nerve bundles in living subjects. Figure 2 shows a photograph of a brain dissection alongside a computer-generated
image of estimated pathways. Each pathway estimate is
a piecewise-linear curve representing a possible connection
from one place to another in the brain. While the brain is
believed to contain hundreds of millions of axons, computer
algorithms (limited by imaging resolution) typically produce
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Figure 1: A neuroscientist uses CINCH to segment
pathways into logical groups.

thousands of estimated pathways. The brain’s structure is
elaborate, with nerve bundles frequently weaving together
in hard-to-predict ways. Neuroscientists face a fundamental challenge in exploring and analyzing these complex pathways.
One way to mediate this complexity is through the use of
pathway selection: identifying subsets of pathways for analysis. As we learned during contextual inquiry with three
neuroscientists, pathway selection is becoming a critical subtask in scientists’ everyday work [1]. Scientists use selection
primarily for pathway segmentation: partitioning pathways
into meaningful groups. They perform statistical analyses on
these groups, comparing statistics across subjects. During
segmentation, the scientists use domain knowledge to find
and remove pathways that are not anatomically plausible (resulting from errors in automated pathway estimation).
Neither pathway segmentation nor plausibility checking can
be performed automatically, since they rely heavily on human expertise that is difficult to mimic in computer algorithms. Complicating matters, every brain is considerably
different, and brain image registration algorithms are not yet
capable of aligning them to a standard coordinate system.
As a result, pathway segmentation currently requires handselecting subsets of pathways for analysis. The process can
take months for a single scientific study; for example, one
scientist who helped design CINCH labored for 10 weeks
segmenting pathways for 50 subjects, at the rate of one subject per day. Research groups around the world are engaged
in similar efforts.

Figure 2: Left: A photograph of a brain dissection. Visible in this image, the brain’s white matter pathways can weave
together in tangled webs. Right: Neural pathway estimates obtained using medical imaging techniques. Cutting
planes of anatomical data (background image) are used to locate the pathways within the brain. Scientists select subsets
of pathways (highlighted in yellow) for further analysis. (Left photograph is courtesy of T.H. Williams, N. Gluhbegovich,
and J. Jew; University of Iowa and Roy J. and Lucille A. Carver College of Medicine.)

The goal of CINCH is to make pathway selection efficient
and easy. Working together with neuroscientists in cooperative prototyping exercises, we invented three gestural marking operations for pathway selection: a shape match operation, a touch operation, and a surface intersection operation.
CINCH also allows a scientist to interactively grow or shrink
a selection.
Since CINCH is intended for use by experts, it was evaluated by observing neuroscientists using it to perform their
everyday work. Four scientists used the CINCH interface
over a period of three weeks, and data logs and screen captures were recorded. These observations validated CINCH’s
design choices and revealed expert strategies for using the
interface. The design lessons learned should generalize to
other 3D marking interfaces. Finally, CINCH demonstrates
the value of the iterative, participatory design process that
fueled its design.
RELATED WORK

Existing pathway selection tools employ traditional widgetbased interfaces that use a mouse to manipulate 3D regions
of interest (ROIs) such as spheres and boxes [2, 23]. Desired
pathways are captured using Boolean expressions involving
one or more of the ROIs. Scientists must position and resize ROIs in 3D, but commodity input devices (mice and
pens) only provide two degrees of freedom. The neuroscientists that we interviewed complained that it can take hours
to perform even simple cleaning tasks. While tangible user
interfaces such as Hinckley’s passive props [10] offer an attractive alternative to traditional ROI manipulation, CINCH
focuses on commodity input devices to increase chances for
adoption. With a few well-placed strokes in CINCH, one can
perform operations that would have taken hundreds of manipulations with ROI-based interfaces.
While this work is the first to propose a marking interface
for pathway selection, others have explored marking inter-

faces for 3D selection in other domains. Scharein et al. [21],
Owada et al. [19], Tzeng et al. [26], and Yuan et al. [27]
all implemented marking interfaces to perform 3D segmentation of images. Owada et al.’s Volume Catcher tool defines
a procedure to project a user’s mark into a sweep surface,
which CINCH uses in implementing the touch tool. Olwal et
al. [18] developed a 3D selection system for augmented reality, called SenseShapes. The design for CINCH was inspired
by two aspects of this system: projecting selection primitives
into the scene to perform selection in 3D, and aggregating
selection information over time to disambiguate the user’s
selection.
In addition, marking interfaces have been studied extensively
for 3D modeling tasks. In SKETCH [28], Zeleznik et al. describe a marking interface for 3D sketching. With the Teddy
system [12], Igarashi et al. invented an interface for freeform
modeling of rough 3D shapes. Unlike these systems, our interface is aimed at precise results, resolving ambiguity instead of embracing it.
Mankoff et al. [16] suggest two ways to mediate ambiguity in recognition-based interfaces such as CINCH: repetition, where the user repeats an action to resolve ambiguity,
and choice, where the user chooses between a set of systemsuggested possibilities. CINCH uses a repetition strategy for
two reasons. First, in CINCH there are many possible selections corresponding to a user’s mark, in contrast to the
small number of choices suggested by modeling systems like
Chateau [11]. Second, in order to provide choices to a user
one must be able to communicate the choices effectively.
However, it is not obvious how to design a simple, static representation (for example, thumbnails) for 3D pathway selections.
What distinguishes CINCH most from other marking interfaces is its participatory design process, described in the following section.

shape match mark

touch mark

surface intersection mark

Figure 3: Three marking operations invented by users during participatory design. Left: shape match (selects
paths that look like the gestural mark). Center: touch (selects any paths that touch the gestural mark). Right: surfaceintersection (selects paths that intersect the specified region on a cutting plane). Scientists noted that surface intersection
works better if only the intersections between pathways and cutting planes were shown. The full implementation of CINCH
supports this viewing mode (see Figure 7).
DESIGNING CINCH

The early design process for CINCH is detailed in a workin-progress manuscript [1]. This section highlights some details of the participatory design process, and the set of design
principles that emerged.
Marking Operations Invented with Neuroscientists

The research goal in designing CINCH was to find a set of
marking operations that were both natural and expressive. To
avoid relying solely on the intuitions of a designer, a cooperative prototyping approach [3] was applied. With the help
of a Wizard of Oz [5, 13] prototype, five neuroscientists invented their own marking commands for pathway selection.
They invented not only the shapes of the marks, but also their
intended meanings. For example, a scientist might say, “With
this circular mark that I’m drawing on a surface, I mean to
select the pathways that pass through this region on the surface.” Behind the curtains, the designer used a crude gesturebased prototype to simulate the functionality of the marking
interface as it evolved during the session. This allowed us
to cooperatively explore the consequences of design choices,
better understanding possible interface ambiguities and resolution strategies. To increase realism, the scientists were
asked to explore objectives that represented their daily work;
they were not given explicit scenarios or tasks.
Using the Wizard of Oz prototype, the scientists invented
three marking operations, shown in Figure 3:
• Shape Match: Selects all pathways whose projected shapes
look similar to the mark on the screen.
• Touch: Selects all pathways touched (crossed) by the
mark, after it has been projected into the scene.
• Surface Intersection: Selects all pathways that intersect a
specified region on a cutting plane of anatomical data.

Two of these operations (shape match and touch) were anticipated by the designer, but surface intersection was not. The
marking operations are described in more detail later.
Together, we found that selection tasks almost always required the use of more than one marking operation. Because
of 3D occlusions and the depth ambiguity in marking, any
single camera angle offers limited visibility of the scene. To
cope with this, we found ourselves alternately rotating the
scene and marking on it. We recognized the need for selection modes to specify how each marking operation should
affect the current selection (adding to it, removing from it,
or intersecting with it). These selection modes are similar to
those found in graphics editing tools such as Adobe Photoshop R .
Design Principles

The participatory design process also resulted in three design
principles:
• Interactivity: As in other systems like Teddy [12], it
is critical for CINCH to maintain fluidity of interaction.
Early feedback from scientists suggested keeping all marking response times to under 1 second. For the shape match
operation, this required sacrificing algorithm quality.
• Minimality: The scientists unanimously desired an interface with as few parameters and modes as possible.
• Visibility: Scientists were frequently surprised when their
selection marks affected pathways on the other side of a
cutting plane. Cutting planes provide a natural way to mediate the depth ambiguity of marking operations in 3D;
marks should be interpreted only within the visible side
of each cutting plane. For pathways that are only partially
visible, marks should be interpreted only over the visible
portions.

Cutting planes:
Three cutting planes of
anatomical data aid in
navigating the space.
The cutting planes also
serve to limit the depth
extent of gestures.
Neural pathways:
The scientist assigns
pathways to colored
groups. Within each
group, the system
randomly jitters the
colors to distinguish
individual pathways.

Current group info:
Displayed are the name
of the currently selected
group, the number of
pathways selected, and
a flag indicating whether
the other groups are
currently locked.

Grouping panel:
Shows which pathway
groups have been
assigned, which are
visible, and which group
is currently selected.

Marking control panels:
These two moveable panels control the current modes
of the system. By tapping within a panel, the scientist
can select a marking operation (match, touch, or
surface), and a selection mode (add, subtract, or intersect). The current modes are also reflected in the mouse
cursor.

Figure 4: The user interface to CINCH. The scientist can control the software using either a mouse or a pen. Optionally,
a trackball can be used to rotate the scene.
PATHWAY SELECTION IN CINCH

This section describes the user interface to CINCH, and its
implementation.
User Interface Overview

The interface to CINCH is shown in Figure 4 and in the video
(available at http://graphics.stanford.edu/papers/CINCH).
The main part of the window is devoted to displaying and
interacting with the pathways. Marking and rotation of the
scene are accomplished with a bimanual interface (see Figure
1). Scientists operate a trackball to rotate the scene using
their non-dominant hand, while using their dominant hand
to draw the marks. CINCH’s bimanual interface conforms
to Guiard’s three design principles for mapping user actions
onto dominant and non-dominant hands [7].
As shown in the figure, other components of the interface
provide additional functionality. Cutting planes of medical imaging data provide a useful context, helping scientists to locate the pathways within the brain’s anatomy. The
currently-selected plane can be moved using keyboard commands, or using a mouse wheel. Cutting planes are always

aligned to the three main axes of the brain; while we considered allowing arbitrary oblique slices, the scientists we
interviewed insisted that this would be confusing and unnecessary. In the lower-right corner of the window are two
moveable mode panels, which allow the scientist to select
the current marking operation and selection mode. Custom
mouse cursors for each mode combination are displayed to
remind the scientist of the current modes. At the bottom of
the window is the grouping panel. This allows the scientist
to partition the pathways into multiple (disjoint) groups, and
to control which groups are visible in the window. Singletapping on a group’s color swatch makes it the currently
edited group, while double-tapping toggles the visibility of
a group. The lower-left corner of the window displays information about the currently edited group. Finally, users can
issue keyboard commands to undo or redo any previously
executed commands.
Touch

As shown in Figure 5, the touch operation projects the user’s
gestural mark into the scene from the current viewpoint,
forming a sweep surface [19]. Any pathways that intersect
this surface are selected. The tool is designed as a brute force,
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Figure 5: Implementation of the touch operation:
CINCH projects the gestural mark into the scene, selecting pathways that intersect the projected surface.
Figure 7: Surface intersection mode: With the
surface intersection tool, 3D pathways are hidden,
replaced by glyphs indicating intersections between
pathways and cutting planes. Here, red points are selected with a lasso, while the blue remain unselected.

Gestural mark
3D pathway (projected)
Figure 6: Implementation of the shape match operation: Shape match selects pathways whose projected shapes are most similar to the user’s mark.
CINCH uses an average of closest-point distances
(shown in grey) from the mark to the projected curve.

unambiguous way to select pathways that are clearly visible
from the current viewpoint.
To prevent scientists from accidentally selecting or deselecting pathways that cannot be seen (the visibility principle), the
sweep surface is not allowed to extend past any cutting plane.
To read depth values of the cutting planes along the mark,
CINCH re-renders the scene in an offscreen buffer with only
the cutting planes present, then checks the depth buffer value
at each vertex along the mark. If the depth buffer indicates
the presence of a cutting plane, CINCH uses this depth value
to find the back of the surface; otherwise, the surface terminates at the far clipping plane.
CINCH then intersects the pathways with the sweep surface.
CINCH preprocesses the pathways to create sets of long, thin
triangles, and then computes an Oriented Bounding Box tree
(OBBTree) for each triangle set. At the time of the marking
operation, CINCH also converts the projected sweep surface
into a triangle set with its associated OBBTree. Fast collision
detection algorithms [6] are used to test for intersections between each pathway and the projected surface.

then comparing their projected shapes to the shape of the
mark. CINCH employs a mean closest points metric to compare shapes. For each point on the mark, the algorithm finds
the closest corresponding point on the projected path. Averaging these distances provides a measure of distance from
the path to the mark. Pathways that are similar enough (below some threshold in distance) are selected. If a very small
number of pathways satisfies the threshold (fewer than 10),
then the 10 best-matching pathways are returned. Finally, to
avoid matching segments with greatly different orientations,
CINCH imposes a simple orientation constraint: If the tangents of two points being compared differ by more than 15◦ ,
then the distance between the points is regarded as infinite.
Since CINCH iterates first over the points of the mark, if a
mark matches only a small part of a projected pathway then
its distance is still small. This behavior is intentional; as the
participatory design process revealed, it enables scientists to
select pathways by only specifying pieces of their shapes.
In practice, it is too computationally expensive to project all
of the pathway vertices and compute closest point distances.
By trial and error, it was found that subsampling the vertices
of both the mark and the pathways gave much improved performance without greatly affecting the quality of the results.
Marks are sampled once every 8 pen input events, and pathways are sampled every 16 mm.
It might seem sensible to give the scientist control over the
selection threshold. However, to keep the interface simple
(the minimality principle), CINCH fixes the threshold to a
particular value (30 pixels in the current implementation). If
too few or too many pathways are returned, the scientist can
grow or shrink the selection in 3D.
Surface intersection

Shape Match

The shape match operation finds pathways that “look like”
the gestural mark from the current viewing angle. It is designed to find pathways that may be partially occluded (see
Figures 3 and 8). As depicted in Figure 6, the operation
works by projecting all of the pathways onto the image plane,

The surface intersection operation is used to select pathways
that intersect a specified region on a cutting plane of anatomical data. The scientist sketches directly onto the cutting plane
to indicate a closed contour containing the intersection points
of the desired pathways (see Figure 7). Note that when the
scientist switches to intersection mode, the visualization of

the scene changes. To prevent drawing onto multiple cutting
planes, CINCH displays only the currently selected plane.
Furthermore, since showing the full pathways would obscure
the medical imaging data, CINCH depicts only glyphs marking the intersections between the pathways and the plane.
Surface intersection is implemented in two steps. First, we
convert the mark into a closed contour. If the mark intersects
itself, CINCH finds the intersection and closes the contour at
the intersection point. If there is no self-intersection, CINCH
simply joins the endpoints. Next, CINCH triangulates the
closed contour, testing for pathway intersections using the
same methods as the touch marking operation employs.
Growing and Shrinking Selections

Pressing the ‘+’ and ‘-’ keys on the keyboard grows or shrinks
the selection by 10%. Growing a selection is defined as
adding pathways that are similar to one or more pathways
in the selection. Conversely, shrinking a selection means removing pathways that are most dissimilar to the other pathways in the selection. Growing and shrinking are completely
independent of the marking operations; a scientist can grow
or shrink any selection regardless of the steps used to generate that selection.
To implement growing and shrinking, CINCH defines a distance metric between pathways. As with shape matching,
the mean closest points distance is used, but this time in
3D instead of 2D. Since the distance metric is not symmetric (D(A, B) 6= D(B, A)), CINCH uses the average
of the two asymmetric distances. This distance metric was
rated the best of several alternatives in a recent evaluation
of brain pathway clustering algorithms [17]. To avoid computing pairwise distances on the fly, the triangular matrix of
symmetric distances is precomputed. (This precomputation
process takes about 20 minutes per subject, a small fraction
of the total data processing time.)
When the user first executes a grow or shrink operation on
a selection, CINCH computes a rank ordering of all of the
pathways in terms of their minimum distance to the selection, from smallest to largest. Growing and shrinking corresponds to modifying the upper limit within the rank ordering.
The ordering is composed of two contiguous segments: 1)
the currently selected pathways, which are ordered by their
minimum distance to any other selected pathways. 2) the
pathways not currently selected, ordered by their minimum
distance to the selected pathways. The rank ordering is not
recomputed dynamically as the user grows and shrinks a selection. This would be problematic for two reasons: recomputing the rank ordering would be computationally expensive (requires about 1 second), and would make growing and
shrinking no longer inverse operations. (If users grow a selection and then shrink it, the natural expectation is that they
return to where they started.)
IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

CINCH is implemented in C++ and VTK [22]. To perform fast intersections between pathways and arbitrary surfaces (for the touch and surface intersection tools), CINCH
uses the RAPID [6] collision-detection software. The software has been tested with several physical interfaces, includ-

ing an HP Compaq Tablet PC TC1000, a Magic Touch R
touchscreen overlay from KEYTEC, and a trackball device
from Macally TM . While the touchscreen overlay has poor
ergonomics, it may encourage faster adoption since Tablet
PC technology is not yet ubiquitous. For the same reason,
CINCH supports a mouse/keyboard mode of use.
CINCH runs on commodity hardware, and can scale up to
10, 000 pathways while maintaining interactive performance.
(This was more than enough for all of the scientists’ investigations.) The video footage demonstrates the speed with
which CINCH processes marks into selections – generally
under one second per mark on a 1.6 gHz Pentium laptop PC.
The full source code to CINCH will be made available at
http://graphics.stanford.edu/projects/dti/CINCH/
EVALUATION

Since pathway selection is an everyday task, one would expect that scientists will become expert users of pathway selection interfaces. Instead of measuring performance on
novice tasks, it was better to observe scientists using CINCH
over a longer time period. Accordingly, scientists were observed as they used CINCH regularly over three weeks, gradually transitioning from novices to experts. The goals were
to learn which marking operations are most useful and why,
to observe what higher-level tasks benefit the most from
CINCH, and to measure the learnability of the system.
Participants

Participants included two PhD-level neuroscientists, one graduate student in neuroscience, and one staff researcher. Three
scientists had at least one year of experience using in-house
pathway selection software employing ROI-based techniques
[2, 23], while the graduate student had only one month of experience. Three scientists were participants in the cooperative prototyping design sessions for CINCH, while the fourth
had only seen demonstrations of an early prototype.
Observation Methods

The CINCH system was installed on each scientist’s personal
workstation. Scientists’ need for statistical analysis required
using CINCH together with in-house analysis software, in
an iterative cycle of selection and analysis. This made using
a pen/trackball system impractical, since the analysis software was not designed for these input modalities; constant
context switching would be frustrating. For this reason, a
mouse/keyboard version of CINCH was used in the study.
Scientists used a modifier key to switch between rotating the
scene and marking. In all other respects, the interface functioned as previously described.
Participants were each given separate 30 minute training sessions on the interface. The training session described only
the low-level mechanics of the interface; it did not suggest
any expert strategies or usage patterns. The intent was to observe these strategies as they developed naturally over time.
The length of the study made direct observation impossible.
Instead, three indirect observation methods were used:
• Event logs: Each time that a scientist performed a marking operation, changed modes, rotated the scene, or left the

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 8: An example interaction sequence with CINCH: In six steps, a scientist locates an arc-shaped set of languagerelated pathways known as the arcuate fasciculus, then segments the set into two parts. a) A set of 7000 estimated brain
pathways. b) The scientist draws an arc-shaped shape match mark, attempting to locate the arcuate. c) The shape match
returns a few representative pathways from the arcuate. d) To capture more pathways of the arcuate, the user grows the
selection. e) Switching colors to yellow, the scientist draws a touch stroke to segment the pathways into two groups based
on their destination. f) The final result is shown. (The elapsed time was 2 minutes.)

tool idle, CINCH recorded an entry in a log. Each log entry contains detailed timing and mode information, which
provides the ability to reconstruct the skeleton of each interaction session, and to compute statistics on aggregate
usage.
• Timestamped screen captures: Whenever a scientist executed a marking operation, CINCH recorded before and after screenshots. Screenshots could then be linked to event
logs by the timestamp. This proved invaluable in understanding a scientist’s intention weeks after the action.
• Interviews: Periodically during the three-week evaluation
period, participants were interviewed briefly to measure
their progress in learning the interface. At the end of three
weeks, scientists participated in a formal, extended interview to discuss the selection strategies that they developed,
and to clarify anomalies in the log data.
Observations

Combined, scientists spent more than 20 hours using CINCH,
discarding idle times of longer than 1 minute. During this
time they issued about 2000 marking commands. The following sections report on their experiences using each of the
marking operations, and describe their higher level tasks and
some strategies they developed for using CINCH.
Use of Marking Operations

The scientists’ use of each marking operation is described in
detail below. See Figure 8 for an example use of CINCH’s
marking operations.

Touch commands comprised 79% of all marking operations. Interviews suggest two reasons why scientists used
touch so often. First, they usually used touch to make small
modifications to an existing selection, a process that involved
many touch operations in rapid sequence. Second, scientists
sometimes preferred the touch command to the shape match
command because it was unambiguous; the result of a touch
operation was almost always expected.

Touch

Scientists used shape match commands 12%
of the time. As expected, scientists most often used shape
match to locate pathways that were obscured from view (see
Figure 8, b and c). Scientists did not complain about the lack
of explicit control over the tolerance for the operation; they
used the grow and shrink operations as an alternate way to
adjust the tolerance after a shape match. One scientist noted
cases in which shape match failed to distinguish between sets
of pathways with different shapes; this was likely caused by
undersampling segments of the mark curve with high curvature. This problem could be addressed by more carefully resampling the mark before evaluating the command, to ensure
that segments of high curvature receive adequate samples.
Future user studies should be conducted to find the right balance between performance and accuracy.

Shape Match

Scientists used the surface intersection operation 9% of the time. They used it primarily when
there were features visible in the cutting plane surfaces to
guide their pathway selections. The scientists liked the fact
that only the intersections between pathways and cutting
planes were displayed while in surface intersection mode;
Surface Intersection

Scientists used the grow and shrink operations infrequently, most often immediately following a shape
match command. Having found representative pathways using the shape match, they would grow the selection to find
similar pathways. Although the tool seemed to work as they
expected, two scientists were distrustful of its behavior. As
they grew a selection, they worried that somehow they were
missing pathways. It is not immediately clear how this could
be remedied, since their complaints do not concern the functionality of the tool but rather their perception of it. The
use of keyboard shortcuts for grow/shrink also presented a
few problems. Scientists occasionally forgot the shortcuts,
and they found it frustrating to be forced to use the keyboard
when their hands were already occupied. For these reasons,
it may be better to use a gestural alternative.

Grow/Shrink

Strategies for Task Completion

While the higher level tasks varied between scientists and
over time, these tasks could be classified into three groups:
segmenting, cleaning, and searching for pathways. The following section describes their experiences with each task.
The main goal for all four scientists was to segment a set of pathways into logical groups.
Applying prior anatomical knowledge, scientists assigned
each pathway to a group based on its endpoints and the shape
of the path between the endpoints. Scientists reported that
they spent the vast majority of their time carefully discriminating between pathways along boundaries between groups.
One scientist developed a strategy in which she used a coarse
touch operation to assign border pathways to temporary holding groups. Using the temporary holding group allowed her
to hide all the other pathway groups, focusing only on the
“problem pathways”. She then used marking operations to
transfer pathways from her temporary holding group into
their final, assigned groups.
Segmenting Pathway Groups

According to interviews, scientists spent about a third of their time searching for and marking anatomically implausible pathways. To keep track of the
false pathways, scientists moved them into a special “trash”
group that they created. They periodically checked this group
to make sure it didn’t include any good pathways. The touch
tool (in remove mode) was most useful for this task, since it
was usually easy to visually isolate the false pathways, drawing strokes through them to remove them. During this process, scientists imagined themselves as “carving away” pathways from the selection.
Discarding False Pathways

Occasionally, scientists needed to
search for a set of pathways that were partially obscured by
other pathways. One of the neuroscientists developed a useful strategy for finding hidden pathway groups. He began
by using the shape match tool to find a few representative
pathways from the group. He would then grow the selection
around these pathways, finding all the similar pathways. As
he grew the selection, he would periodically use the touch
Searching for Pathways
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this helped them to see features in the cutting plane data without their view being obstructed by the pathways. Moreover,
the special view reminded them that they were in surface intersection mode, not touch or shape match.
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Figure 9: Learning CINCH: The mean time to draw
marks decreased as scientists learned to use CINCH.
Error bars represent ±1 SEM. Subjects spent varying
amounts of time using the interface, and are treated as
fixed rather than random samples from a larger population. Potential confounding factors such as individual
differences and changes in tool usage over time are
not accounted for.

tool to remove fringe pathways, until he was satisfied with
the segmentation. This strategy is reminiscent of the “segment view edit” cycle [24] for segmentation of medical images.
Feedback from Scientists

Scientists found that CINCH significantly improved the efficiency of their work, when compared to using ROI-based
approaches. They estimated a factor of three to five times improvement in pathway segmentation, and two to three times
improvement in identifying false pathways. Searching times
varied greatly depending on the task, but offered significant
improvements. Scientists also commented that faster pathway selection may also offer qualitative improvements in
their work. For example, one subject was faced with the
daunting task of segmenting pathways in 50 brains. Before
using CINCH, she planned only to clean up the pathways,
discarding the implausible ones. Given a fixed amount of
time to spend (several weeks), CINCH allowed her to set her
goals higher, to also segment the pathways in each brain into
distinct subgroups.
Learning to Use CINCH

Since the research goal was to test CINCH with expert users,
some verification is needed that users had actually become
experts in using it. Scientists self-reported that it took between two and three hours of sustained use to become comfortable with CINCH. Evidence of their learning is also apparent in the event logs. Three quantities changed significantly with user experience: the rate of undo operations,
the mean idle time per mark, and the mean duration of each
mark. All three quantities fell sharply during the first two
hours, supporting the interview results. As shown in Figure
9, the mean time to complete a marking operation was still
falling slightly after 8 hours of continuous use, indicating
that some learning was still occurring.

DISCUSSION

This section describes design lessons and future plans.
Design Lessons

Some of the lessons learned with CINCH may inform the
design and implementation of future 3D marking interfaces,
especially those that focus on 3D selection.
CINCH is the first system to apply a cooperative prototyping approach in designing
a marking interface. Working with users early in the design
process offers advantages over designing purely by intuition.
Scientists were largely responsible for the three design principles (interactivity, minimality, and visibility). They also
contributed ideas for functionality, including the surface intersection marking operation, the grow/shrink function, and
the use of cutting planes to limit the depth of marking operations. Significantly, none of these ideas occurred to the
designer during initial design efforts, prior to participatory
design. The design principles and new functionality helped
to make CINCH more natural (matching scientists’ mental
models) and expressive (capable of achieving important objectives). Moreover, the Wizard of Oz method could easily
be applied to invent other marking interfaces. Marking interfaces allow for a variety of designs (gesture languages)
without modifying the basic user interface (drawing a curve
on the screen). This obviates the need for complex interfaceinvention tools. The designer can simulate complicated system behaviors even when these behaviors have not been defined a priori by the designer.
Participatory Design Methodology

The Power of Metrics in 3D Selection Both the shape match
and grow/shrink tools benefited from the use of distance metrics on pathways. Similar distance metrics may be useful in
other 3D selection domains such as CAD.

The most frustrating occurrence using CINCH was when nothing happened at all in response to
a marking operation. To remedy this, CINCH tries to guess
the user’s intention. For example, the shape match tool always returns at least 10 matching pathways, even if these 10
pathways are outside the tolerance for the match.
Always Do Something

CINCH is the first to suggest
the use of cutting planes to limit the depth extent of marking operations. Scientists found this to be a natural way to
mediate the ambiguity in the depth of their marks.
Resolving Depth Ambiguity

Limitations and Future Work

Surprisingly, scientists spent nearly
eight times longer rotating the brain than actually marking
the screen. Kirsh and Maglio’s taxonomy of actions [14] may
help to distinguish the reasons why scientists rotate so much.
Some rotations are pragmatic: they are used to select a good
view for a marking action. Others are likely epistemic: they
are used to better understand the content of the 3D scene, as
part of cognitive planning. For all scientists, rotation is an automatic, subconscious activity; it is difficult for them to say
how much time they spent rotating for which reasons. Further experiments are needed to learn more about the problem
of finding good views. Recent 3D view selection approaches
[4, 25] may help in finding a solution.
Finding Good Views

It is possible that computing intersections in
image space would result in slightly faster performance for
touch and surface intersection. However, so far neither of
these two tools has been a concern for optimization, since
none of the scientists complained about their performance.
On a 1.6 gHz laptop, touch operations require approximately
0.4 seconds to execute, about 70% of which is spent reading
the depth buffer. (Performance could be improved by analytically finding intersections with the cutting planes.) Surface
intersection is a fast operation; it takes about 50 ms to recalculate intersections after moving a plane, and another 100
ms to respond to a marking operation.
Optimizations

Like many marking interfaces, CINCH
has modes that affect the interpretation of each mark: the
current marking operation, the current selection mode, and
the selected pathway group. To avoid errors, scientists must
remain aware of these modes. As Saund et al. have suggested [20], it might be possible to infer the mode from the
context of each marking operation. One could also try to provide more unique visualizations for each mode, as with the
surface intersection mode. (Unfortunately, users generally
ignored the custom mouse pointers that were intended to remind them of the current mode.) Lastly, the mode could be
encoded as part of the marking operations themselves, as in
systems like FlowMenu [8] and Scriboli [9].
Interface Modes

Controlled experiments could be designed to compare CINCH to ROI-based
selection techniques [2, 23]. Even without such experiments,
the interview results from the longitudinal study are promising. Scientists’ estimated factors of speed improvement (between two and five times, depending on the task) are particularly noteworthy given their extensive training in using the
ROI-based software. If anything, this prior experience negatively biases their efficiency estimates using CINCH; performance might continue to improve with time.
Comparisons to Previous Techniques

When a selection task is complete,
it is sometimes useful to have a record of the steps required to
replicate the selection. If this record is simple and easy to describe, it can be used as a “recipe” to find the same pathways
in a new subject. This is one area where ROI-based techniques offer a distinct advantage over CINCH. A small set of
ROIs provides a much more compact way to describe a selection than a history of marking operations and rotations of
viewpoint. ROIs also transfer more naturally to new subjects,
subject to limitations in image registration. It may be fruitful to explore semi-automatic ways to build ROIs from pathway selections. This would help users leverage the power of
marking interfaces for selection, while maintaining the documentation benefits of ROI-based methods.
Documenting Selections
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